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Day 104

Crew I.D: #NWEH1593
Name: Johnathan Crane
Occupation: Lab assistant

A curious thing happened to me on my way back to quarters this evening. 
Dr Munroe and I were the last to finish, as always, which is fine. It’s not 
like I want to have a life on this ship outside of work. I mean come one, I 
know that we do vital work but there’s only so much of my day that I want 
to dedicate to improving the shelf life of vegetables. Anyway, the good 
doctor left me to log the day’s research into the system and clean the 
lab equipment. By the time I was done everyone else had gone and that’s 
when I heard it……a roar. It sounds crazy, but I heard a creature’s roar! It 
was quite faint, but it almost certainly came from the restricted area on 
C deck. I know that we keep livestock but last time I checked cows don’t 
roar and there would be no logical reason to have brought predatory ani-
mals on the voyage….but it was unmistakably a roar, and whatever made it 
sounded angry. Could they have found something down on the planet?
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Day 160

Crew I.D: #NWEH104
Name: Harrison Fitzgerald
Occupation: Chief Geneticist – Swarmer project

Live test #22: Co-operation and problem solving
The subjects performed exceptionally well, displaying advanced levels 
of intelligence, teamwork and adaptability. I believe it’s time to move onto 
cybernetic enhancement.
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Day 208

Crew I.D: #NWEH2043
Name: Eleanor Carr
Occupation: Janitor

Do you know what the most interesting thing about cleaning up after 
everyone is? The fact that most people forget that you’re even there. 
Two of the researchers were discussing something that they most likely 
shouldn’t have been in the cantina earlier. I couldn’t make out the whole 
thing clearly, I was just a little too out of earshot, but one of them was 
visibly shaken up. She kept mentioning the word “Swarmers” and at one 
point seemed to get quite angry with her colleague, “but what if they get 
OUT?!” She quickly realised that she was drawing attention and they both 
left shortly after. When I signed up for this trip I was told it was an explor-
atory mission and the planet we were headed for doesn’t harbour any life. 
So if it’s just us up here, what’s she so worried about getting out?
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Day 1

Crew I.D: #NWEH3468
Name: Ava Morrison
Occupation: Telepathic consultant – Jaeger project

Like all of the crew aboard the Hikari I’ve been asked to keep a diary of 
my time aboard the ship, but at this stage I really don’t see the point. My 
work won’t actually begin until they successfully engineer a test subject 
and Dr Jarvis informs me that it will be at least 3 months before we start 
to see viable candidates. I’ve been able to sense the thoughts and feel-
ing of those around me for as long as I can remember, so much so that it’s 
natural to me as my own heartbeat. But I can’t help but get excited at the 
prospect of reading the mind of an entirely new life form. 
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Day 94

Crew I.D: #NWEH89
Name: Samuel Jarvis
Occupation: Chief geneticist – Jaeger project

I hear that the Titan and Swarmer projects are coming along nicely. Would 
you like to know how I know this? Through the constant derision of my 
colleagues of course. Initial batches of Jaeger DNA appeared to be sta-
ble, but once we began the cloning process it rapidly destabilised. Dr 
Fitzgerald has offered his “help” but I wouldn’t give that pompous ass the 
satisfaction. Would you believe that the other day he had the nerve to be-
little me in front of my own research team! I was discussing the DNA de-
stabilisation with Dr Leong when he waltzed over to me and announced 
“I’m sorry to hear that you’re struggling Jarvis, but if you I’m sure I can set 
you on the right path”. I respectfully declined and returned to my lab with 
renewed vigour. He won’t be getting the better of me anytime soon! I hope 
one of his bloody Swarmers rips that smug look right off of his face!
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Day 222

Crew I.D: #NWEH349
Name: Jakob Gregersen
Occupation: Sergeant – Containment team Foxtrot

First instance of a test subject escaping occurred today. A Swarmer 
managed to get out of its enclosure somehow and took a chunk out of one 
of the researchers. We had to enlist the help of the psychic on the project 
to hunt the thing down. He tried to calm it down, but there was no way it 
was going to come quietly. Had to kill it in the end, which caused me to be 
on the receiving end of quite the angry tirade from Dr Fitzgerald. I’m told 
the researcher is doing fine, although I don’t know whether I’d class hav-
ing my right arm bitten off as “fine”.
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Day 85

Crew I.D: #NWEH52
Name: Daiyu Long
Occupation: Chief geneticist – Titan project

It’s magnificent! Today was the first successful birth across the entire 
G.E.P.E.C program. Our first Titan is eating well and already displaying 
incredible resilience. The telepathic consultant assures me that the crea-
ture is calm and of a sound state of mind. It truly is a superb specimen, 
it currently stands at 8 feet tall but is projected to double in size in the 
coming weeks. What a glorious day!
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Day 40

Crew I.D: #NWEH205
Name: Inessa Artimova
Occupation: Captain

I have been briefed extensively regarding the nature of the G.E.P.E.C 
program, and for the most part I am comfortable with it, but I fear that 
the general populous of the Hikari would not be so open minded of they 
were to ever discover the truth. I feel that I am not alone in this belief, or 
else the projects would not be such a closely guarded secret. There will 
eventually come a time when everyone must be told what the purpose of 
this voyage truly is and on that day our mission will stand on a knife edge. 
If handled poorly, there’s no telling what might happen.
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Day 130

Crew I.D: #NWEH89
Name: Samuel Jarvis
Occupation: Chief geneticist – Jaeger project

Our first Jaeger is almost out of the tank! Last to cross the finish line I’m 
afraid, a fact that Fitzgerald never fails to remind me of, but better late 
than never I suppose. The Swarmers continue to excel in trials, but the 
Dr Leong’s project has suffered a rather unfortunate setback. Her Ti-
tan was displaying increasing signs of aggression and so had to be put 
down as a precautionary measure. A minor setback in the grand scheme 
of things, but “Rex” as it had come to be known, was the first successful 
birth across the entire project and Leong had grown rather attached to it. 
All for the best I suppose, can you imagine the carnage a creature of that 
size could create if left unchecked?
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Day 190

Crew I.D: #NWEH1726
Name: Torsten Fiedler
Occupation: Head Engineer – cybernetic augmentations division

Today I was handed the blueprints for the Titan augmentation schedule. 
I’ve been told to liaise with the research team should I have any questions 
as my access to the subject is restricted to video feeds for the time being. 
We’ll start by installing the hydraulics in the spinal column and work out 
from there. They assure me that the creature will be under heavy seda-
tion whilst we install the augments….but still better to be safe than sorry. 
I’ll assign Murphy’s team to the actual installation.
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Day 26

Crew I.D: #NWEH21
Name: Lana Evanoff
Occupation: Chief colonisation administrator

Initial scans of the planet are complete. The atmosphere contains just 10% 
oxygen, which rules out direct colonisation, so the Swarmer, Jaeger and 
Titan projects have been given the green light. Icarus and Solomon will 
also commence but with minimal research teams. All other personnel will 
be redirected to the primary projects.
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Day 230

Crew I.D: #NWEH459
Name: Declan Gibbs
Occupation: Containment team director

After a considerable review of the events of day 222 that culminated in 
the extermination of a Swarmer test subject, I’ve concluded that the fail-
ure of the sentries to engage was in part due to electromagnetic interfer-
ence from the planet below. I’ve requested that the robotics division look 
into ways of preventing this from happening again. Fortunately no one 
was killed during the incident but it was only one of the small ones that 
got out. We need to be ready for all possible scenarios.
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Day 61

Crew I.D: #NWEH2252
Name: Edgar Dixon
Occupation: Engineer – Maintenance & repairs

We’ve begun to notice some very odd malfunctions occurring aboard the 
ship. Nothing dangerous so far, rolling blackouts mostly, although it was 
pretty funny a couple of weeks back when the artificial gravity malfunc-
tioned in the mess hall on H deck during dinner. We haven’t been able to 
identify the cause as of yet, but these freak occurrences only began once 
we entered the planet’s orbit. Everything was running fine till we put the 
hand brake on and now we’ve got people floating around during meal 
times with the lights off!
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Day 142

Crew I.D: #NWEH1593
Name: Johnathan Crane
Occupation: Lab assistant

Ever since I heard that strange roar a few weeks back I’ve been asking 
around to see if anyone else had heard or seen anything strange. I’m be-
ginning to regret that decision. I’m still not entirely sure what it was, but 
from what I’ve learned I’m now pretty sure that some sort of…..creature 
is being grown on the ship, for God knows what end. I’m not alone in this 
belief and have found others who have witnessed strange things occur-
ring in the vicinity of the restricted areas. We’ve begun meeting regularly 
in secret to discuss our thoughts and theories, which aren’t particularly 
cohesive at the moment, but it’s some small comfort to know that I’m not 
alone.
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Day 201

Crew I.D: #NWEH104
Name: Harrison Fitzgerald
Occupation: Chief Geneticist – Swarmer project

The subjects have taken exceedingly well to their cybernetic implants, 
with only a 3% rejection rate. Furthermore, the Swarmers do not appear 
to have lost any measurable degree agility or speed, despite now carry-
ing an additional 30kg of augmentations. If anything they have displayed 
an increased level of activity and social interaction. This project truly is 
the crowning glory of my career and will help to usher in a new age of 
celestial colonisation.
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Day 251

Crew I.D: #NWEH446
Name: Octaviano Carvajal
Occupation: Private - Containment team Alpha

If I were to live for another thousand years I don’t think that I’d ever wit-
ness the horrors that I saw today. They said that the containment proto-
cols were flawless, that there were layers of security that would stop it 
getting anywhere near the civilian population…..it was an absolute mas-
sacre. 37 dead, families out shopping in the leisure district. They had no 
idea that a creature like that even existed, and up until 6 months ago 
they would’ve been right...just so much blood. I couldn’t even tell where 
one mangled body started and the next one ended. God help us for what 
they’ve created.
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Day 253

Crew I.D: #NWEH205
Name: Inessa Artimova
Occupation: Captain

I’ve had to call an emergency meeting of all high ranking crew members 
to discuss the recent containment breach which resulted in the death 
of 37 civilian crew members. It appears that we have no choice now but 
to inform the entire crew of the true purpose of this mission. Full public 
disclosure of the G.E.P.E.C program is the only way forward right now, 
there’s no other way to explain recent events and if the crew detect 
even a hint of a cover up they’ll be a full scale mutiny. Since the Titan’s 
rampage there have been numerous assaults against scientific person-
nel, 3 of which resulted in the victims being hospitalised. All further ex-
periments have been suspended until further notice and we’ve assigned 
armed escorts to doctors Fitzgerald, Jarvis and Long. It will take some 
skilful diplomacy, but I believe that the crew en large can be pacified and 
we will be able to continue with the mission as planned.
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Day 260

Crew I.D: #NWEH3512
Name: Lucas Marsh
Occupation: Chef

Exert of a speech made in the A04 cantina:
“…been lying to us the whole time! For 9 months we’ve been orbiting this 
planet and for 9 whole months these abominations have been bred right 
outside our doors! Were they ever going to tell us?! How many of us 
would they have let die before the truth finally came to light?! Well, we 
know that answer to that question. 37. 37 men, women and children who 
came on this voyage in search of a better life. But all that they found was 
death. Well I for one think it’s time to act! Who knows what else they’re 
keeping from us! Every moment that passes…”
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Day 272

Crew I.D: #NWEH2936
Name: Mathias Baum
Occupation: Religious councillor

Church attendance is the highest it has been since we began this voyage. 
People are turning to me in search of answers. They ask “why has such 
a fate befallen us?” and my answer is always the same. To play God is to 
bring His wrath upon you and those around you. These foul abominations 
have begun to devour the Godless hand that spawned them. Man was not 
meant to have such power over life and we have sampled but a taste of 
what befalls those who attempt to wield the divine gift of creation! Only 
be rejecting these blasphemous experiments can we hope for salvation!
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Day 280

Crew I.D: #NWEH3852
Name: Tychus Campbell
Occupation: Teacher (ages 8-12)

Things are getting crazier by the day around here. Ever since that mon-
ster killed a bunch of people there’s been a tension so thick you could cut 
it with a knife. Meeting are being held all over the place; in cantinas, store 
rooms, hallways, even bathrooms. Hell, I even went to go to bed last night 
and there was a meeting going on in my quarters! I’m trying to stay away 
from all of that, but some of the things I’ve been overhearing have got me 
worried. There’s talk of raids on the labs to put a stop to whatever else 
they’re cooking up. People just need to get the hell on with their lives and 
forget about all of this madness! They kept it from us for a good reason, 
probably because they knew that people would start acting like this if 
they knew the truth. 
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Day 330

Crew I.D: #NWEH645
Name: Dominic Thompson
Occupation: Personal assistant

What have we done? So much blood and screaming. I just ran. I couldn’t 
help myself. We…we decided to storm the labs and put a stop to anything 
else they were doing, so we didn’t end up with another massacre on our 
hands. It seemed like such a sound plan and there were hundreds of us, 
Preston, Elric, Humphreys, almost everyone I knew was there. Such a 
stupid thing to do, but we were so angry that they’d lied to us! I had no 
idea of the scale of this whole thing…there must have been thousands of 
creatures, in enclosures as far as I could see. Before I had time to take it 
all in, someone had thrown the switch and just like that…they were free. 
Humphreys was torn in two right in front of me. I don’t remember much 
after that, just flashes of running and screaming. That was 10 days ago 
and we’ve been hiding in a cargo hold ever since. Those things are ev-
erywhere and the food won’t last much longer. We’ve got to move soon, if 
only to look for supplies…but what if those things find us?


